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Bringing Switzerland in the Pole Position –  
The Swiss Road Map Electromobility 
 
 
Mobility concepts 
In detail: How to get a e-mobility concept for Switzerland? 
 
 
Objectives: Switzerland has a broad experience in testing electric cars. The Mendrisio-Project is 
one of the most well known demonstration-projects of individual electric mobility dating back to the 
early 1990s. The experiences with this and other tests still help nowadays to invent good solutions 
for electric cars itself and its needs. But besides these experiences there are two big Swiss ques-
tions: how to get the cars onto the street and how to electrify Switzerland’s individual traffic as soon 
as possible? The Swiss Road Map Electromobility will provide answers to these questions and 
gives advice on all those who want to help making Switzerland a prime site for electric mobility, 
or,in other words: to bring Switzerland in the pole position for electric mobility. To reach this aim 
the road map gives concrete hints and describes realistic measures 
 
 
Main points: Electric propulsion systems are now a mature technology and ready to set an end to 
the fossil age. Despite this reality there are still certain "reservations" towards this technology (e.g. 
the so called "range-anxiety") and obvious obstacles for mass-use, such as a shortage of big-
series cars,  safe and reliable installations in households and public infrastructure for charging.  
 
But the biggest challenge to get a country in the pole position for electromobility is to create a 
broad societal alliance in favour of electrific mobility. Very different interests try to profit from the 
electrification process or they try to set their own agenda. For these reasons the initiators of the 
Swiss Road Map have undertaken the attempt to get together the most relevant and influential 
Swiss actors – like car-importers,, energy producers and distributors, user-associations, research-
ers, inventors and innovators. 
 
 
Methods: The making of the Road Map was an iterative, discursive and semi-open participating 
process. After pre-publishing the paper, coordinating the process of the controversial debate and 
the consolidation of the different positions, the main objective was to get a broad alliance of sup-
porters all over the Swiss society. A support who is marked by sharing the same goals, supporting 
the aims, taking measures to reach the road map's vision and gaining additional supporters and 
friends of electric mobility. That’s why the Road Map was presented on different events, con-
gresses and workshops and not to forget it was discussed with many peoples and stakeholders of 
the Swiss society. 
 
 
Results: Today the Road map is supported by 27 organisations.  
 
The Road Map starts with an introduction outlining the opportunities of electric mobility under the 
premise that it really presents a new paradigm in transportation. Afterwards the Road Map de-
scribes the fitting of electric mobility to the transport-reality in Switzerland, with remarks to a sus-
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tainable modernization, the federal transportation policy as well as the energy and climate policy. 
Before detailed measures are described, there is also a view into the Swiss electric future painting 
the bigger picture of a post-fossil mobility. 
 
Concrete actions are described in eight topics: how to get enough vehicles into the market, how to 
build a sufficient charging infrastructure, which measures help to reduce the prices of electric vehi-
cles, how to increase the user’s acceptance of e-mobiles, how to improve the development in the 
field of battery technologies, how to coordinate the energy production and the grid with the cus-
tomers needs, how’s about the international cooperation and last but not least how to build up a 
knowledge-management and how to increase the R&D-efforts.  
 
For of these actions the Road Map lists precise measures, quantitative objectives until 2020, the 
actors to be engaged and apriority-level. For example: Creating a standard for charging and the 
charging-stations (measure), so that by 2020 there shall be free access to all charging infrastruc-
ture (aim). This must be realized by the operators of the charging-infrastructure supported by fed-
eral initiatives (actors). This is ranked as a high priority, i.e. this measure has to commence imme-
diately. 
 
 
Conclusion: Bringing Switzerland in the "Pole Position" for electric mobility is not a short cut. But 
it’s a worthy way to overcome the fossil age. Today the technology is ready to be emplyed for 
mass-use, the OEMs and many inventors are delivering clean and appealing electric cars. Moreo-
ver,global tendencies foster the development of a new mobility-mindset beyond the exploitation of 
finite resources. With a big civil effort, Switzerland can use its endogenous potential: citizens who 
are open to new technologies, a market with substantial purchasing-power and a spatial context, 
which is predestinated for a more sustainable way of mobility. 
 
 
 
Who we are: The Mobility Academy is based in Bern, Switzerland, and was founded in January 2008 by 
the Touring Club Switzerland (TCS) as an international transport policy think-tank and a clearing-house for 
science-based mobility solutions. It’s missions is to provide a platform for transport stakeholders from across 
Europe by offering policy-related seminars on key transportation issues and by initiating, funding and carry-
ing out research aimed at mitigating the main risks currently associated with transport and mobility. 
 
In order to fulfill its mission the Mobility Academy cooperates closely with leading individual experts as well 
as public and private organizations in Switzerland. In 2009 the Mobility Academy has initiated and launched 
the national "Swiss Forum for Electric Mobility" with the support of the Swiss Federal Roads Office. The mis-
sion of the Swiss Forum for Electric Mobility is to pave the way towards the electrification of motorized indi-
vidual transport and to openly discuss future policy-options and business-models for both public and private 
organizations. 


